
Argentine Association Polo Camp March 30th to April 2nd, 2023 



The Argentine Association of Polo (AAP) has invited children from around the world to enter 

in their polo camp running from March 30th to April 2nd, 2023.  

The "Polo Camp" will include trying horses and understanding what to look for on a horse 

and helping the children find a good match for them and their riding style, to improve their 

riding and hitting ability, tactics and positioning. They see it as a cultural experience and 

exchange, not just a polo one. Parents are welcome and they can stay in hotels but the 

children are encouraged to stay with the host families.  

They plan for 64 families to invite 64 foreign children. One guest would stay with each 

family but they should be able to accommodate two guests wanting to be together. Hosting 

families will provide suitable horses but if the children have their own out there or they get 

them from friends or pros they know, that would be allowed as long as they are safe.  

The Polo University (AAP coaching department)  would organise activities around horses 

and visiting Polo establishments.   

Teams will then be selected by age and ability for a tournament and their will be 2 

Argentinian players and 2 foreign players per team. The age categories are: 

“Minors” 2011/12 (12/11 yrs.)  

“Older”  2009/10  (14/13 yrs.)  

“Youth”  2007/08  (16/15 yrs.)  

 

They have advised that those interested should be capable riders so no beginners and 

ideally experienced riders. The tournament aspect will take place at The Association grounds 

in Pliar with the chance of playing the last day at Palermo, depend on the grounds and 

weather. 

 

The cost would be 600 US Dollars for the camp, horses, accommodation and meals this 

excludes flights/transport. Of course, when out and about they would cover their own meals 

and inviting their guests one night would be a sensible suggestion.  

 

It is planned that HPA coach Tobi Pejkovic would be going to help facilitate the trip along 

with HPA coach Fabio Lavinia who is there already and involved in organising the Camp.   

 

Some children may have broken up in regards school Easter holidays but not for all so please 

check you dates if interested.  

 

If you would like to participate in this trip or require any further information please contact  

the HPA enquiries@hpa-polo.co.uk as entries need to be confirmed by the 28th of February.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 


